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December 2, 2003

By Certified Mail

Peter G. McCabe, Secretary
Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20544

Dear Mr. McCabe:

I am writing this letter to express- opposition to Proposed Rule 32. 1, which
would permit citation to unpublished judicial opinions, orders, judgments, or other
written dispositions.

As a practicing litigatoi, Proposed Rule 32.1 would pose significant
hardship by making precedent unclear and the law unpredictable. Legal research would
become far more burdensome, forcing lawyers to rely on ambiguous and often
misleading dispositions. Practitioners would be compelled to wade through a blizzard of
paper in the vain hope of finding a nugget among the unpublished opinions, and it would
be nearly impossible to refute arguments relying on imprecise dispositions. As a result of
all this, it would be nearly impossible to advise clients on the legality of their conduct.

I also find persuasive the arguments advanced by Edward Lazarus that
citation to unpublished dispositions will have negative unintended consequences (see
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attached article from FindLaw's Legal Commentary). It appears to me that the quality of
judicial opinions will suffer if judges were forced to focus on each memorandum
disposition. Further, the disposition of cases would be delayed if judges were required to
devote more time in crafting dispositions for routine cases. Alternatively, judges will
avoid explaining their decisions to litigants and resolve cases by summary disposition
without affording the parties any satisfaction of knowing the underlying reasoning.

It is understandable that the Advisory Committee wishes to implement a
uniform rule for the benefit of lawyers who practice in more than one circuit. However,
it is not at all difficult to tell where unpublished dispositions may be cited; the limitations
to citations are written right on the front page of every one of them. If there is to be a
national rule, it should be one prohibiting the publication of all dispositions that are not
designated for publication by the issuing court.

I thank you in advance for your attention to this matter.

Very truly yours,

Amir Weinberg

Enclosure
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The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, for example, has a
formal process for "weighting" cases. Under this process, the Court
Clerk assigns each case a numerical degree of difficulty ranging from
1 to 10. Judges can then look to the weighting as a rough benchmark
of the degree of difficulty the case is likely to present.

And even in Circuits that lack a formal system like the Ninth Circuit's,
appellate judges, by necessity, will reserve their time and energy for
those relatively few cases-that will make new law, or are of unusual
significance. And it only makes sense for them to do so -- just as it
makes sense for a surgeon to give the person with cardiac arrest
more time and care than the person with a hangnail.

Thus,- the current rule, whereby courts do not allow citation of
unpublished decisions, simply reflects the underlying truth that all
cases do not receive the same level of judicial scrutiny. That reality is
unlikely to change unless one of the problems I isolated above -- the
understaffing of the federal courts -- changes first, and dramatically.

And that means the issue of citations to unpublished opinions must be
-seen in a new light: Should judges' best work be published, or should
all of their work be published? That question seems a lot more difficult
than the question than the question rule change proponents tend to
pose: Should all of judges' work be~published, or only part of it?

http://writ.news.findlaw.com/lazarus/2003 1127.html 12/2/2003
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How Appellate Judges Typically See Their Role In "Easy" and"Hard" Cases

Interestingly, the way the judges approach routine, "easy" cases isdifferent not only in degree, but also in kind, from the way they
approach groundbreaking "hard" case-Not only do they spend moretime on the hard cases, but their analysis in those cases is much moresearching, as well.

In "easy," routine cases, appellate judges tend to see their role asmerely checking for mistakes. They look to see that the lower courtapplied the right legal standards, and that no obvious injusticeoccurred.

And the opinions that judges produce in these cases reflect thisapproach. Generally speaking, they provide only a minimal elaborationof the law. That is because they are designed for the narrow purpose
of providing the parties to the case - and only these parties - thecourt's basic reasons for its ruling.

As a practical matter, moreover, appellate judges almost universally
delegate the writing of these routine opinions to their law clerks, andspend little time overseeing the final product. Importantly, they cando this precisely because such opinions can (at least under current
rules) be designated for non-publication, thereby negating their
precedential value for future litigation involving outside parties.

Handling the routine cases in this way lets judges invest themselves
deeply in the more important "hard" cases, the ones with potentiallylasting impact on the development of federal law. These cases, inturn, result in published (and therefore citable) opinions - and judgesoften spend hundreds of hours writing their own drafts in these case,or commenting on the drafts of colleagues, in order to hone andimprove these binding statements of law.

A rule change vesting every decision with precedential effect willdestroy this sensible allocation of judicial resources. If judges cannotcontrol whether unpublished opinions will govern future cases,inevitably they will spend much more time overseeing every word thatcomes out of their chambers.

As things stand now, an incomplete statement of the law or amisleading stray phrase in an unpublished opinion has no lasting
effect. But if the rule change goes through, these same half-truths ormistakes will become important fodder for clever lawyers in futurecases.

One Bad Consequence of the Rule Change: Less Give-and-Take
and Less Oversight

Given that federal judges are already severely overtaxed, theproposed rule change will almost certainly have one of several balefulconsequences. Or it may have all of these consequences at once -- fordifferent judges may respond in different ways.

It may be that, in order to improve their now citable unpublishedopinions, some judges will take some of the time they currently

http://writ.news.findlaw.comn/lazarus/200311 27.html 12/2/2003
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devote to the more significant cases, and transfer that time to the lesssignificant ones.

But this would be very unfortunate. One of the best aspects of howthe federal appellate courts work is the extended give-and-take
among the judges as they prepare their opinions in the big cases.Anything that detracts from that interchange would undermine thekind of collegial brainstorming and reflection that is the hallmark ofgood judging.

The workings of the U.S. Supreme Court prove the point. At the highcourt, every decision does have precedential value. Indeed, eachdecision commands the allegiance of every court in the country.

Yet, by and large, the Court's written opinions are not subject to theintensive internal vetting that takes place inside most courts ofappeals. Because every case is so important, and because the press ofbusiness is so great, the first draft of many Supreme Court opinionsbecomes the final draft after only the most cursory internal review.And the quality too often reflects this lack of care and attention.

In this respect, it would be regrettable if the courts of appeal mirroredthe Supreme Court. But the proposed rule change threatens to havejust that effect.

A Second Bad Consequence of the Rule Change: No Opinions atAll in Easier Cases

Alternatively (or additionally), the proposed rule might prompt thefollowing response: those judges who are unwilling to re-order theirpriorities may well stop writing opinions in the less significant cases atall. There is, after all, no requirement that judges actually give thereasons for their rulings.

Instead, they could simply issue opinions giving a bottom line result:"affirmed" or "reversed" with little if any explanation. (Some trialcourt judges already do this). Or they could "rule from the ben'ch" --with their logic reflected only in an oral argument transcript (as trialcourt judges also sometimes do.)

This, too, would be unfortunate. As things stand, even unpublisheddecisions give the parties a basic idea of why they won or lost. Andthis giving of reasons - even if not citable in future cases - isimportant to preserving the reputation of the courts for handing downnon-arbitrary decisions.

A rule change that provides a powerful incentive not to accompanydecisions with reasons risks undermining public confidence in theintegrity of our courts -- and increasing litigant resentment. After all,part of the way our society convinces litigants to abide by even thosedecisions that do not favor them, is to give the reasons for thosedecisions, and show that they are the result not of individual caprice,but of legal interpretation.

It is worth noting, moreover, that the proposed rule change, thoughvery high-minded, will also be inequitable in its results. Unpublishedopinions are generally available on free websites, so technically, all

http://writ.news.findlaw.com/lazarus/2003 1127.html 12/2/2003
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will have access to them. But in practice, well-heeled litigants - those
with the time, resources, and training to fully exploit the newly
created mass of citable law - will enjoy an unfair advantage over less
fortunate litigants. Remember, the addition of unpublished opinions to
appellate databases will likely quintuple the number of opinions for
future years.

Finally, to the extent that the new rule promises additional delays in
adjudication, that burden too will fall on poor litigants - those who can
least afford to wait as the wheels of justice grind on.

In short, the road to hell is paved with good intentions - and this
proposed change in the federal appellate rules is a smooth stretch of
macadam headed the wrong way.
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Edward Lazarus writes about, practices, and teaches law in Los Angeles. A Jbriner
ftderal prosecutor, he is the author of two books - most recently, Closed Chambers: The
Rise, Fall, and Future of the Modern Supreme Court.
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